Publishers' Catalogs  H 1965

Note:  The order of headings indicated below is not significant since the actual order is determined according to the procedures in H 80.

1. General rule. Assign the following combination of headings to catalogs of works issued by an individual publishing house:

   (1) 610 20 $a [name of publishing house] $v Catalogs.
   (2) 650 #0 $a Publishers’ catalogs $z [country].
   (3) 651 #0 $a [country] $v Imprints $v Catalogs.

Note: Consider a government agency or similar organization to be a publishing house in those cases where the body issues a catalog of its publications. If the publishing house is a government agency, assign instead of the third heading a heading for the type of government publications, such as Government publications-[country]–Bibliography–Catalogs.

2. Topical catalogs. Assign the following combination of headings to publishers' catalogs of works on a specific topic:

   (1) 650 #0 $a [topic] $v Bibliography $v Catalogs.
   (2) 610 20 $a [name of publishing house] $v Catalogs.
   (3) 650 #0 $a Publishers’ catalogs $z [country].

3. Microform catalogs. Assign the following combination of headings if the publishing house issues a catalog of its publications in microform:

   (1) 650 #0 $a [topic] $v Bibliography $v Microform catalogs.
   (2) 610 20 $a [name of publishing house] $v Microform catalogs.
   (3) 650 #0 $a Publishers’ catalogs $z [country].
   (4) 650 #0 $a Microforms $v Catalogs.

Assign [topic]–Bibliography–Microform catalogs only if the catalog lists works on a specific topic. Assign Microforms–Catalogs only to general microform catalogs. If the catalog lists works in a specific microform, use the appropriate specific heading. Examples:

650 #0 $a Pamphlets in microform $v Catalogs.
650 #0 $a Books on microfilm $v Catalogs.
650 #0 $a Periodicals on microfiche $v Catalogs.
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